Abstract. We derive simple linear, inhomogeneous recurrences for the variance of the index by utilising the fact that the generating function for the distribution of the number of positive eigenvalues of a Gaussian unitary ensemble is a τ-function of the fourth Painlevé equation. From this we deduce a simple summation formula, several integral representations and finally an exact hypergeometric function evaluation for the variance.
Introduction
The exact characterisation of distribution functions in random matrix theory using integrable systems theory is very prevalent throughout random matrix theory. As well as bringing to the fore rich mathematical structures, such characterisation has the practical consequence of both providing efficient computational schemes for the distributions, and in the determination of their asymptotic properties.
Here, inspired by a recent work of Majumdar et al [14] , we will undertake a study from the viewpoint of integrable systems of the so-called index distribution for the n × n Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE). The index distribution is a discrete probability distribution for the number of positive eigenvalues. It is therefore specified by the probability p(n + , n) for there being n + positive eigenvalues out of the n eigenvalues in total. We refer to the Introduction of [14] for an extended discussion as to the interest in the index distribution for its relevance to studies in disordered systems, landscape based string theory and even quantum cosmology.
Explicitly, our interest is in the integrable systems context of the variance of the index,
(1) ∆ n := (n + − n + ) 2 = n n + =0
(n + − n + ) 2 p(n + , n).
Note that by the symmetry n + → n−n + we must have the average number of positive eigenvalues, n + = 1 2 n. Our working expression, see Eq. (137) of [14] , is obtained by introducing the "Poissonisation" of the index distribution (2) Z n (s) := n n + =0 e −sn + p(n + , n).
Most importantly, making use of the explicit form of the joint eigenvalue probability density function for the GUE, this has the multiple-integral representation where G(z) is the Barnes G function (see of 5.17 of [22] ). From the generating polynomial (2) we can reclaim the probability itself and this is given by 
Using the form (2) we seek to compute the variance according to the formula
From the integrable systems viewpoint, the significance of (2) is that it can be written in the Hankel determinant form (see [10] ), Eq. (5.75))
The work [14] used (8) to derive various summation and an integral formula, and to deduce the leading order asymptotics of ∆ n . However no tie in with integrable systems theory was made. In fact Z n (s) is a τ-function of the fourth Painlevé equation and much of the fundamental theory for this system has already been worked out in a study by the present authors [11] . In particular simple and effective formulae to characterise the variance of the index will be derived as an application of the results in this latter study. We also remark that the techniques employed here can be generalised to treat the higher moments of the index distribution with a little more labour, and in fact can be applied to other β = 2 ensembles where the τ-function theory has been similarly developed.
2. The GUE and the fourth Painlevé Equation 2.1. Okamoto τ-function theory. We recount some of the fundamental facts in Okamoto's τ-function theory of the fourth Painlevé equation [21] , [20] , as given in the reformulation by Noumi and Yamada [17] (see also the monograph [15] ). As mentioned in the Introduction this theory was summarised in [11] and applied to the Gaussian unitary ensembles, and it is the key results given there that will be of the greatest utility in addressing our problem. The first key result is the symmetric form of the fourth Painlevé equation [3, 16, 18] .
Proposition 1.
The fourth Painlevé equation is equivalent to the coupled set of autonomous differential equations (where = d/dt)
subject to the constraint
with the fourth Painlevé transcendant given by y = − f 1 and where the parameters α j ∈ R with α 0 + α 1 + α 2 = 1 are related to the conventional parameters
The parameters (α 0 , α 1 , α 2 ) form a triangular co-ordinate system system in the root system attached to the extended affine Weyl group A (1) 2 and the fundamental Weyl chamber given by 0 < α 0 , α 1 , α 2 < 1. The second feature of the fourth Painlevé system is the existence of a Hamiltonian formulation, which is essential to our theory. Proposition 2. [21, 13] The PIV dynamical system is a non-autonomous Hamiltonian system {q, p; t, H} with the Hamiltonian
and canonical variables q, p
This allows us to define the τ-function τ(t) in terms of the Hamiltonian H(t) by (16) H(t) =: d dt log τ(t).
We will construct a countable sequence of classical solutions to the fourth Painlevé equation with parameters (α 0 + n, α 1 , α 2 − n), indexed by n ∈ Z ≥0 . The seed solution, n = 0, locates the parameters on one of the walls of the affine Weyl chamber, α 2 = 0, and this is one of the necessary conditions for a classical solution of the fourth Painlevé equation. Thus we construct a sequence of τ-functions τ n (t) (which were denoted by τ 3 [n](t; α 1 ) in [11] ) that also satisfy the Toda lattice equation
Proposition 7 of [11] states, in part, that such τ-functions are also Hankel determinants.
Proposition 3.
A sequence of solutions to the Toda lattice equation (17) with parameters (α 0 + n, α 1 , −n), n ≥ 0, starting from the Weyl chamber wall α 2 = 0 is given by the determinant form
where C n is a constant independent of t and α 1 .
However this result can be easily generalised in a way that is of direct significance to our problem.
Proposition 4.
A sequence of more general solutions to the Toda lattice equation (17) with parameters (α 0 +n, α 1 , −n), n ≥ 0, starting from the Weyl chamber wall α 2 = 0 is given by the determinant form
where ξ is an arbitrary complex parameter and C n is also independent of ξ.
Proof. We do not enter into the details of the proof of this as the proof of Proposition 7 in [11] carries over in this case in its entirety.
Finally we construct pure recurrence relations in n for our dynamical system which can be shown to be equivalent to the second order difference equations of the first discrete Painlevé equation dP I (see Proposition 11 of [11] ).
Proposition 5.
The symmetric variables { f j,n (t; α 1 )} j=0,1,2 satisfy a coupled system of first order recurrence relations in n ≥ 0
together with f 0,n + f 1,n + f 2,n = 2t.
In [11] the symmetric variables were denoted by { f j [n]} j=0,1,2 . A number of relations enable one to recover the symmetric variables from the τ-functions and vice-versa. Thus one has
Eq. (26) results from the substitution of (22) into this system.
Our first key result is the following identification.
Proposition 7.
The moment generating function (2) is the n-th member of the classical τ-function sequence of the fourth Painlevé equation with independent variable t = 0, parameters (α 0 + n, α 1 , −n) with α 0 = 1, α 1 = 0 and initial conditions ξ = e −s by
where N n has been given by (6) . With these specialisations the τ-functions satisfy a simplified recurrence in n ≥ 2
or alternatively the g-variables satisfy the recurrence
Proof. This follows from a comparison of (9) and (19) and the only issue that remains is to determine the prefactor C n . This can be done for ξ = 1 as C n only depends on n and not t, ξ etc. Thus we have
where G(z) is the Barnes G function (see of 5.17 of [22] ), which we substitute into (31). Noting that this only involves the second-ratio of C n we make the ansatz
C n , and compute that the recurrence contains an overall factor of (c − 4) 2 . Thus we set c = 4 and take the simple solution C n = 2 n(n−1) .
Thus our key quantity of interest is now expressed by the τ-functions through
Remark 1. Clearly τ n (ξ) is a polynomial in ξ with degree deg ξ = n, however the independent variable in our context is not a "time" variable in the conventional dynamics of the fourth Painlevé system and does not appear in any of the characterising differential or difference equations. This parameter arises as a boundary or initial condition and will also be part of the monodromy data of the associated isomonodromic system. Our system is a classical one and therefore the monodromy is expected to trivialise in some way, i.e. the monodromy matrices will be upper or lower triangular or ±1 multiples of the identity, yet it will be a one-parameter system through ξ.
Remark 2. The seed solution is located at the corner of the Weyl chamber α 0 = 1, α 1 = 0, α 2 = 0, and this is known as one of the conditions for the rational solution that generate the family of "generalised Hermite polynomials" [17] , [6] , [7] , and are expressible as Schur functions for rectangular Young diagrams. However it is not clear there is any link between those polynomials and the ones treated here.
Remark 3. In our identification, Prop. 7, we set α 1 = 0, however all of the analysis we will present carries through with α 1 non-zero. The case where such a situation is of relevance to our original problem is when α 1 is a negative integer and we are conditioning a fixed number of eigenvalues to lie at the origin.
Low n Solutions.
We present some data for the low n examples of our system, in order to furnish initial values in the n recurrences we are about to employ and also to furnish independent checks on our results. With the initial values for the τ-functions τ −1 (ξ) := 0, τ 0 (ξ) := 1 and their Hankel determinant form for n ≥ 1
we easily compute the first few cases of the τ-functions
Correspondingly we compute the initial auxiliary variable g n as
The initial values of the symmetric variable f 1,n and the leading terms of their Laurent expansions are
whilst the corresponding data of f 0,n are
We remarked earlier that there is a sign ambiguity in deducing the symmetric variables from the τ-functions.
In computing the above variables we have adopted a particular and arbitrary choice for the sign of an initial variable, say that of f 1,0 as being +1. The recurrence system (20, 21) fixes the sign of the other components at n = 0 and all components subsequently for n > 0.
Finally we give some initial values of the variance of the index itself
. . .
Linear recurrences for derivatives
We recall that the full non-linear recurrence relation for the τ-function, n ≥ 2, is
where the dependence on ξ is completely implicit, through the initial conditions. Our strategy is to successively differentiate this relation with respect to ξ and set ξ → 1 afterwards, utilising the results of earlier solutions at each step. This does not necessarily guarantee a linear difference equation but in fact we will find that this is the case.
Proposition 8. The ratio
satisfies the linear recurrence relation
which has the solution
given the initial conditions X 0 = 0, X 1 = 1 2 , X 2 = 1. This implies the assertion given in the introduction that
Proof. We first set
and define
Differentiating (55) once and setting both τ n (1) and τ n (1) as given above leads to the result that the lefthand side is identically zero. Differentiating again and making the same substitutions gives the result that the coefficients of the second derivatives vanish identically however the first derivatives remain. After simplifying we find the relevant remnant factorises into a product of linear, difference equations
The second factor is the just the first under the replacement n → n + 1. A solution to the above difference equation could be one that satisfies the third order linear homogeneous difference equation (57) for either the odd n or even n cases, or possibly both. The latter case applies here because the initial conditions enforce this.
Continuing with this procedure we have the following result.
Proposition 9.
The variance of the index satisfies the third order inhomogeneous linear difference equation
with e n as yet undetermined.
Proof. When we differentiate (55) three times and make the previous substitutions for the τ-function and its first derivative (including the solution given in (58)) we find this identically vanishes. Let us set
Differentiating once more and making all of the above substitutions we can factorise the result into the product of two linear inhomogeneous difference equations
Again the second factor is just a copy of the first under n → n + 1. However in this case there is an odd-even dichotomy and therefore only one of the factors vanishes -the other is an as yet undetermined n-dependent term which cannot be fixed by the recurrence relation (55). It turns out that the even case vanishes and the odd is non-zero. Employing the change of variables
we have (63).
We can also carry out the successive differentiation of the g = f 1 × f 2 recurrences (32) and deduce a system of linearised recurrences. Proposition 10. The first two Taylor coefficients of g n for all n ≥ 0 at ξ = 1 are given by (67) g n (1) = 0, and (68) g n (1) = 0, whereas the second derivative is not uniquely determined by this method applied to (32).
Proof. In a pattern similar to the case of the τ-function recurrences the odd derivatives vanish identically in a sequential way. The second derivative, for n > 0, gives
The solution relevant here has g n (1) = g n−1 (1) = 0 for all n ≥ 0. The fourth derivative gives a very similar result, namely
Subsequently we will see that g 2m+1 (1) + g 2m+2 (1) = 0, however g 2m (1) + g 2m+1 (1) 0.
Lemma 1. The inhomogeneous term is given by
(71) e 2m+1 = At the next level we employ the definition (56) and its solution (58) to deduce that
This is consistent with our previous findings. At the second level we utilise (64) and (66) to derive
Then (71) follows immediately from (63).
The even and odd cases of ∆ n are related in our next result.
Corollary 1. The odd and even cases of the variance of the index are related by
(75)
Proof. We observe that the difference equation (63) can be written as
where r n := n∆ n+1 − (n + 1)∆ n . In the even case of (76) we have r 2m = r 2m−2 = . . . = r 0 = 0, and the relation (75) follows.
Our recurrences have a structure allowing for a simple solution by discrete quadratures.
Corollary 2.
The variance of the index has the unique solution
Proof. The difference equation (76) can be solved by summation
and we note the definition of r n can be written in a telescoping form
, and is also immediately soluble. In addition we utilise r 1 = −1/π.
In order to evaluate the inhomogeneous term e n we need to analyse the GUE f 0 , f 2 coupled recurrences.
Corollary 3.
The inhomogeneous term e n is given by
, m ≥ 0.
Proof. We seek an expansion of GUE f 0 , f 2 coupled recurrences separated into the even-odd sub-cases
By solving for the leading coefficients of these expansions we can determine the inhomogeneous term because Our solution schema is as follows. We first note that coefficient of (ξ − 1) −1 of (81) gives
Now the coefficient of (ξ − 1) 0 of (81) , m ≥ 0.
Next we combine the coefficient of (ξ − 1) −1 of (86) with the coefficient of (ξ − 1) −1 of (83) to deduce the relations
and
Continuing we combine (95) and (99) to derive (100)
Now we use the coefficient of (ξ − 1) 0 of (83) to give
Proceeding we employ coefficient of (ξ − 1) 1 of (83) to give
Proceeding further the coefficient of (ξ − 1) 1 of (81) under m → m + 1 yields 
Into the coefficient of (ξ − 1) 3 of (84) we employ the results of (104) and (95) and compute
On the other hand if we take the coefficient of (ξ − 1) 3 of (82) 
Combining (107) and (105), with the assistance of (100), gives us a first order difference equation
Using the initial data A 1,0 + C 1,0 = −π −1/2 this solved by
Employing (100) once more gives us the first order inhomogeneous difference equation
which is soluble by multiplying through by a summation factor and the end result (A 1,0 = 0) is
Back substituting into (95,98,100), the coefficient of (ξ − 1) 1 of (85) and the coefficient of (ξ − 1) 3 of (86) gives for m ≥ 0, respectively
, and (116)
Using these formulae and the relations (93,94) and (71) gives the evaluation (80).
By drawing together all the previous results we present the simplest recurrence system for the variance of the index.
Corollary 4.
The even and odd sub-cases of the variance of the index satisfy second-order, linear inhomogeneous difference equations
, m ≥ 1, and
, m ≥ 1.
respectively.
Remark 4. An alternative system of recurrences to that of (20, 21) was discussed in [11] and was necessary in order to relate the system to the first discrete Painlevé equation. This system is formulated in terms of χ 2n+1 := f 2,n and χ 2n+2 := f 0,n and the system of recurrences governing these are, for our specialisation
However there does not seem to be any utility in employing this for our problem.
To conclude this section we give what appears to be the simplest summation representation for the variance of the index.
Proposition 11. Let m = n/2 . The variance of the index has the summation representations
for all n ≥ 0.
Proof. This follows by combining (77) and (80), and the functional equation of the digamma function ψ(x) (see 5.5.2 of [22] ). The second form is derived using the identity
Integral Representations
We now proceed to derive a number of integral representations which while in and of themselves are of limited utility they will offer a pathway towards an asymptotic formula.
Proposition 12.
Let m = n/2 with n ≥ 0. The variance of the index has the quasi-Beta integral representation
where K(t) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind (see 13.8 of [9] ),
Proof. We define an auxiliary function
which serves as a stepping-stone to our goal because of the fact
Now we can employ the integral representation for the square of the ratio of Gamma functions given by Eq. (5.50), p. 198 of [19] , which states for 
where we continue to assume (x − m) > − 1 2 . Employing this into our formula for ∆ n and the identity
we deduce (124).
Let us define a function similar to that of (126) (131)
One can then verify
holds where m = n/2 and n ≥ 0 by using the definition of J m and (124).
Proposition 13.
Again let m = n/2 and n ≥ 0. The variance of the index has either of the Mellin-Barnes integral representations
where 0 < c < 1 2 . Proof. From the tables of [19] we find two inverse Mellin transform formulae
We insert these into (124) and interchange the orders of the integration and are left with the following type of integral, which is evaluated using Eq. (14.2), p. 155 of [19] (137)
By employing this integral we are obliged to keep c within the analyticity strips (0, 2 ) for the first and second terms respectively. This yields (133) whereas to deduce (134) we integrate the second term of (133) by parts (which is actually valid for 0 < c < m + 1 2 ) and displace the contour under s → s + m. Remark 5. Employing the standard Mellin transform techniques as expounded in, say [23] , to extract the n → ∞ asymptotics from either (133) or (134) does not yield a clean large n expansion.
We give a third integral representation which bears some resemblance to the Schwinger proper-time integral representations in Quantum Electrodynamics of particle-antiparticle systems subject to large uniform background electromagnetic fields, see Eq. (5.25) of [8] or Eq. (7.88) of [12] . Proposition 14. The variance of the index has an integral representation on (0, ∞) with
Proof. We employ some elementary changes of variable and the elliptic integral definition of K(z) in order to rewrite the integral as
We evaluate the inner integral in terms of the Gauss hypergeometric function (y) 0, m ∈ Z, m > 0
and employ the connection formula Eq. (15.10.29) of [22] to rewrite the hypergeometric function. The final result is (138).
Asymptotics as n → ∞
None of the above integral representations yield the asymptotic behaviour of the variance of the index as n → ∞ in a particularly clean way and we therefore present an evaluation which while being exact also constitutes an asymptotic formula. Proof. Into the definition (131) we employ the series expansion for K(z) about z = 0, interchange the integration and summation and integrate term-by-term after separating out the first term from the rest. For the first term we employ the direct Mellin transform corresponding to (135) and the standard beta-integral for the remainder. In this result we recognise the series expansions of the hypergeometric functions 3 F 2 and 4 F 3 with argument unity and recall the identity (142) 3 F 2 ( 3 2 , 1, 1; 2, 2; 1) = 2 log(4). This gives the expression (141).
Clearly (132) and (141) give the large n behaviour in an explicit way with the leading logarithmic term coming from ψ(m + 1 2 ), which we detail in the following corollary by giving the leading order terms. Corollary 5. The leading order terms of the asymptotic expansions of ∆ n as n → ∞ are, in the even case n = 2k (143) ∆ 2k = log 8k + γ + 1 2π 2 − log 8k + γ 8π 2 k + 7 384π 2 k 2 + 24 log 8k + 24γ − 41 1536π 2 k 3 − 219 81920π 2 k 4 − 2560 log 8k + 2560γ − 6247 327680π 2 k 5 + 19129 16515072π 2 k 6 + O(k −7 log k), and the odd case n = 2k + 1 (144) ∆ 2k+1 = log 8k + γ + 1 2π 2 + log 8k + γ + 2 8π 2 k − 24 log 8k + 24γ − 7 384π 2 k 2 + 8 log 8k + 8γ − 9 512π 2 k 3 + 1920 log 8k + 1920γ − 3937 245760π 2 k 4 − 2560 log 8k + 2560γ − 5809 327680π 2 k 5 − 322560 log 8k + 322560γ − 882767 82575360π 2 k 6 + O(k −7 log k).
The asymptotics for the variance of the index can also be studied via the Birkhoff-Trjitzinsky theory [2] , [1] , [4] , [5] for linear difference equations. However this is unnecessary in our case because of the following fact. The homogeneous forms of the linear second-order difference equations (117,118) are 2 ) − ψ(m + 1) , respectively, for arbitrary periodic functions C 1 (m), C 2 (m) with period unity. Thus the asymptotic behaviour is clearly apparent in our simple solutions.
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